The fact that asteroids and comets have hit the Earth in the past with calamitous consequences for life on this planet, and will do so again in the future with calamitous implications for the continued existence of our civilizations, has become common knowledge. This situation has arisen via public exposure to sources ranging from frequent media reports of plausible impending impacts, through popular-level books, and the numerous TV documentaries on the subject, plus of course several Hollywood movies (of dubious scientific veracity).
Our awareness of the impact hazard is not new, predating by centuries the discovery of the first Earth-crossing It is 180 years since Byron spoke those words and we are now at a stage in our development where we can not only assess the nature and the level of this hazard, but can also do something about it. A dedicated workshop, attended by both the authors of this letter, was held in the first week of September 2002 under NASA sponsorship near Washington, DC. This was aimed at defining the scientific questions that must be asked about Earthapproaching asteroids and comets from purely the mitigation perspective. What do we need to know before we might hope to mount some programme directed towards avoiding, or at least ameliorating, the deleterious effects of any such object found to be on an inevitable collision course with the Earth?
There is no doubt about the first question that needs to be addressed. It is simply stated: is there an asteroid or comet destined to hit the Earth within, say, the next 100 years? (This is the period of personal interest to us all: for the lifetimes of our great-grandchildren.)
This part of the problem -searching out Earth-approaching asteroids (in particular) and determining their orbits with sufficient precision such that short-term (century-scale) terrestrial collisions may be identified -can be solved at a very small cost compared to the long-term mean annual expectation of loss due to impacts, which is of order £1 billion for Western Europe alone. Despite this, only in the United States is there any significant governmentsponsored activity in terms of asteroid search and tracking. It is now 11 years since the first-named writer contacted the UK government to point out the level of the impact hazard, and what needs to be done. It is more than two years since the UK government's Task Force on Near-Earth Objects published its report, since when Britain has made no significant contribution to asteroid search and tracking.
In July-August 2002 the triennial Asteroids, Comets, Meteors conference was held in Berlin, the secondnamed writer being the acting Chair of the Scientific Organizing Committee. Considerable disquiet was expressed regarding the lack of activity at governmental level in tackling the impact hazard, which affects all humankind. The following declaration was framed by various concerned astronomers (the present writers were not involved in the wording below). It is a truism that trying to get astronomers to agree on anything is like attempting to herd cats, so this is not a formal resolution of the conference; but it does represent the feelings of a substantial number of those present, who are largely the world's experts on asteroids and comets.
The Berlin Declaration 1. The human risk posed by nearEarth asteroids (NEAs) is real and current search efforts are incommensurate with the level of the hazard. 2. There is no broad-based international search and tracking effort to deal with the risk posed by NEAs. 3. Given current search efforts, any NEA due to impact within the next few decades and capable of causing significant regional damage is unlikely to be recognized with sufficient time to allow it to be averted.
It is hoped that the publication of this declaration will prompt the world's governments to take their responsibilities to their citizens more seriously in this regard. 
Duncan
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December 2002 Vol 43 VIEWS I was one of around 70 graduate astronomers at the annual PPARC Astronomy Summer School from 1 to 7 September 2002. I found it a great opportunity to meet fellow students and find out what we had let ourselves in for.
PPARC runs this summer school every year for the latest crop of postgraduate astronomers. This year it was held at the University of Leeds, organized by Stella Bradbury (Leeds). The main aim is to broaden students' knowledge; it also introduced us to the UK's astronomy infrastructure -not generally a subject for discussion on undergraduate courses.
We had 20 lectures covering a variety of topics in astronomy, with particular emphasis on cutting-edge research. There were lectures on meteorites and astrobiology (Monica Grady, Natural History Museum), star formation (Jonathan Rawlings, UCL), cosmology (Alan Heavens, Edinburgh) and cosmic rays at the highest energies (Alan Watson, Leeds) to name but a few. Questions and answers were the order of the day, both inside the lecture room and over coffee and dinner outside. There was also a talk by Ian Halliday, the Chief Executive of PPARC, and workshops on science and the media.
Ian Halliday discussed the state of UK astronomy before throwing down the gauntlet for those in the audience to establish their place in both national and international astronomy. We responded with enthusiasm: this is an exciting time for new UK astronomers, with the UK's new participation in ESO, extended involvement with ESA and new funding for instruments in the UK. Halliday also provided a few tips on careers and handling oneself in a research environment. I was relieved that the man behind the funding, for most of those present, should be so agreeable and understanding of the needs of those beginning postgraduate study.
In the media workshops Sue Bowler asked us to assess how and why the public see astronomers as they do. Through brainstorming sessions and some memorable role play, we came up with many ideas about how to challenge public preconceptions and present scientific information to the public, including getting Will Smith to present astronomy on television.
This summer school provided scope for networking among the newest astronomy researchers and could be instrumental in establishing future research collaborations. It left many of us with a much more positive outlook on our career choice. I would recommend it to any new astronomy postgrad.
Justyn Maund, IoA, Cambridge.
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